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TITLE: Kuang Yü T’u [Guangbei tu; Guang yutu] or The Mongol Atlas
DATE: ca. 1320 /1555/1579/1799
AUTHOR: Chu Ssu-Pen [Zhu Siben]/Lo Hung-hsien [Luo Hongxian]
DESCRIPTION: From ancient times maps have served a variety of
purposes in China. Many were designed as practical educational tools
for scholar-officials, to guide, instruct and edify in times of both peace
and war. They were also employed as a concrete means of asserting the
emperor’s territorial claims, whether local, empire-wide, or worldwide. Maps became symbolic tokens of exchange in China’s domestic and foreign
relations, and were even used to depict a perceived link between the realms of heaven
and earth. Significantly, they also provided a means by which viewers could take
“spiritual” journeys to distant lands - the cartographic equivalent of “travelling [through
a landscape painting] while remaining at rest [woyou]”.
Traditional Chinese maps tend not to be drawn to scale, include a great deal of
text and are sometimes pictorial. This generalization is accurate in so far as one
acknowledges that a number of kinds of mapping practices, reflecting various
epistemologies, did coexist. Distinct technologies and map styles were suited to different
audiences and purposes.
The culmination of indigenous Chinese cartography is found in the contributions
of Chu Ssu-Pen and his successors who, beginning in the Mongol Yuan Dynasty (1260 1368), established a mapping tradition that provided the basis of China’s cartographic
knowledge which was not seriously challenged until the early 19th century. The Mongol
conquests, besides promoting the unification of Asia and extending its sphere of
influence as far as the boundaries of Europe, also combined growing commercial and
intellectual contacts with Persians and Arabs to bring to China a wave of fresh
information about the countries beyond its borders. Taking advantage of this explosion
of knowledge, Chu Ssu-Pen (1273-1337) built upon a scientific cartographic heritage that
extended back to P’ei Hsiu (Chin Dynasty, third century A.D.) and the astronomer
Chang Hêng (a contemporary of Ptolemy). Chu synthesized and collated the work of his
predecessors with new knowledge acquired through both personal travel and the
increased contact with the West to produce, between 1311 and 1320, a large roll-map of
China and the surrounding regions.
It should be mentioned that, at least by the time of Chu Ssu-Pen, the Chinese
cartographers knew the principles of geometry and possessed instruments that would
greatly facilitate their mapping activities. The instruments included the gnomon, and a
device similar to the groma of the Romans, with plumb lines attached. The Chinese also
used sighting tubes and something akin to the European cross-staff for estimating
height, as well as poles for leveling and chains and rope for ground measurement. The
odometer or carriage-measuring instrument, by which distance is ascertained by the
revolutions of the wheels, is referred to in China at least as early as in Europe. Compass
bearings, implying the use of the magnetic needle, seems to have been made by the 11th
century A.D.; it is assumed that the magnetic needle was transmitted westward to
Europe shortly after this period.
It may also be of some interest to note that Chu Ssu-Pen was himself a Taoist, and
studied under famous Taoists such as Chang Jen-Ching and Wu Chhlian-Chieh. Chu
says in his preface that among other sources he consulted the Yü Chi T’u [Map of the
Tracks of Yü] of 1137 A.D. (#218.1). The reliability of the information on which his map
was based was of the greatest concern to Chu, whose attitude was quite modern in this
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respect. We cannot be sure exactly how far his coverage extended, as his original map is
lost, and Chu himself expresses great caution in mapping the more distant regions:
Regarding the foreign countries of the barbarians southeast of the South Sea,
and northwest of Mongolia, there is no means of investigating them because
of their great distance, although they are continually sending tribute to the
court. Those who speak of them are unable to say anything definite, while
those who say something definite cannot be trusted; hence I am compelled to
omit them here.

From what we know of the original map of Chu’s, which was simply titled Yü T’u
[Earth Vehicle (i.e., Terrestrial) Map], it was so large as to be difficult to handle, not
dissected, and probably was in manuscript roll form. For about two centuries this great
map remained only in manuscript or epigraphic form (rare copies in manuscript and the
Kuang Yü T’u inscribed on stone in a Taoist temple lasted until the 19th century). In 1541
the Yü T’u was enlarged, dissected and revised by the Ming scholar, Lo Hung-hsien
(1504-1564) and published in the form of a printed atlas in about 1555, under the title
Kuang Yü T’u [Enlarged Terrestrial Atlas]. This is the earliest copy, albeit derivative, of
Chu Ssu-Pen’s work to have survived. Lo Hung-hsien’s preface to the atlas explains his
reasons for the change in format and his respect for Chu Ssu-Pen:
Chu Ssu-Pen’s map was prepared by the method of indicating the distances by a
network of squares, and thus the actual geographic picture was faithful. Hence,
even if one divided [the map] and put it together again, [the individual parts] in
the east and west fitted faultlessly together.... His map was seven feet long and
therefore inconvenient to unroll; I have therefore now arranged it in book form
on the basis of its network of squares.

Apart from this General Map of China (shown below), there were sixteen sheets of the
various provinces, sixteen of the border regions, three of the Yellow River, three of the
Grand Canal, two of sea routes, and four sheets devoted to Korea, Annam, Mongolia
and Central Asia. The scale used was usually 100 li to the division (square), but
sometimes other scales such as 40, 200, 400 or 500 li were employed (3 li = 1 mile).
European mapmaking relied on transferring geographical information from a
sphere to a flat surface through a network of meridians and parallels, or longitude and
latitude lines. Conversely, the Chinese used a grid system of squares, with each side
representing about one hundred li (c. five hundred kilometers) placed over the map to
measure distance. An excellent example of this ancient tradition is this woodcut map of
China by Luo Hongxiang, which reveals the early cartographic sophistication of China.
It is oriented with north at the top, although there are known stelae from the 12th century
incised with maps of China showing either north or south at the top. In his
accompanying text, Luo explained that the map descended from the Guang Yutu of 1320
by Zhu Siben, which employs the same grid of squares used here. Two pages or sheets
from the Kuang Yü T’u form the General Map of China on a grid scale of 400 li to the
division or square. The large black band running from the northeast to the southwest,
just above the Hwang Ho and Great Wall, represents the Gobi Desert. Disks indicate
lakes and springs bordering the desert. To the west is the void of Chinese Turkistan,
followed by a grouping of high mountain peaks. This prominent mountain symbol may
refer to western China's formidable ranges - the Tien Shan, Kunlun, and Pamir. This
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famous and influential map of China contains most of the symbols that Lo Hung-hsien
used for physical and cultural features. The treatment of the ocean with its ‘angry lines’,
a common representation in Chinese cartography, perhaps suggests perceptions of the
sea as a hostile environment. This may be further evidenced by the rather generalized
nature of the coastlines as compared to the detail of the interior possibly reflecting
greater familiarity and concern for the land.

The General Map of China, the Kuang Yü T’u
The source of the Yellow River is located in the extreme Western part of the map. The
Yellow River source is depicted as an oversized gourd-shaped lake, and a note points
out “the Yellow River source” (黃河源 Huanghe yuan). The Kunlun Mountain is nowhere
in evidence. The omission of Kunlun from a map with high official status reflects a new
imperial attempt to erase Kunlun from the earth’s surface.
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Luo Hongxian’s General Map of China, the Guang Yü T’u, 1320/1579; 28.5cm; x 41cm (British
Library, London, 15261.e.2, 1b-2a). Based on Map of China by Zhu Siben of Yuan Dynasty, the
map was completed by Luo Hongxian around 1541 (the 11th year of Jiajing’s reign of Ming
Dynasty), who had spent more than ten years on mapping. According to the accompanying text,
this general map of the empire is drawn so that each side of a square represents one hundred li [~
33 miles]. The whole map contains two volumes, including 45 maps and 68 attached maps, 113
maps in all are characterized by careful and neat painting and delicate carving, and the map was
the first one to adopt the 24 kinds of map codes, a part of which had been abstract. The map was
in the form of atlas, with abundant information, which was not only practical and scientific but
easy to be preserved, so it was copied six times. Therefore, parts of the lost Map of China were
able to be preserved in it. What’s more, it became the master copy, based on which many
traditional maps since Ming and Qing Dynasties were drawn, for it was accurate and easy to
obtain. The atlas contains one key map; detail maps including map of Northern Zhili, map of
Zhisu in Henan, map of Shanxi, map of Shaanxi, map of Henan, map of Jiangxi, map of Hubei
and Hunan, map of Sichuan, map of Fujian, map of Guangdong, map of Guangxi, map of
Yunnan, map of Guizhou, map of frontiers in Liao and Song Dynasties, map of frontiers of Jizhou
(ancient Ji Prefecture), map of frontiers of Juyong Pass, Zijing Pass and Daoma Pass, map of
frontiers of Xuanfu, the strategic post, map of frontiers of Datong and Yanmen Pass, Ningwu
Pass, and Piantou Pass, map of frontiers of Gulan in Ningxia, map of frontiers of Shandan in
Gansu and map of frontiers of the Taohe River, 24 detail maps in all, attached with descriptions
illustrating military affairs, administrative offices, salt administrations and other record events.
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As can be seen in the illustrations presented here, the 16th century printed edition
of Chu’s map employs quite modern symbolism to indicate physical features and sizes
of settlements. Thus, as explained on the table shown on the right of this page, cities of
the first order are indicated by a white square, those of the second rank by a white
lozenge, and those of the third by a white circle; post-stages are represented by a white
triangle and forts by a black square, etc. The use of colors to indicate areas and frontiers
are known to have been employed in a military map as early as 1084 A.D. in China, this
systematic use of symbolism, with an explanatory legend, is one of the earliest known
employments of its kind.
This particular map of China provided the basis for
several later European derivatives. Beginning with the one
printed in Purchas his Pilgrimes, 1609 (#404), and further editions
of the Kuang Yü T’u continued to be published until 1799. The
atlas of Lo Hung-hsien also provided the foundation for the
Novus Atlas Sinensis of Martin Martini published in 1655, the
first European atlas of China. The influence of this work can
also be seen on Father Matteo Ricci’s world map of 1602 (#441,
Ricci arrived in China a mere thirty years after the printing of
the Kuang Yü T’u) and the maps of China drawn by Michael
Boym in the middle of the 17th century. Indeed Western
knowledge of the geography of China, as expressed by or
through the Jesuits, was derived exclusively from this atlas until
the Jesuits themselves undertook their great survey of China for
the emperor Ch’ien-lung between 1756 and 1759.
The key to the symbols in the legend associated with the
Kuang Yü Tu are shown on the right. Cities of the first order
were indicated by a white square, those of the second order by a
white lozenge, and those of the third by a white circle; poststages by a white triangle and forts by a black square, etc.
In addition to those referenced by Chu Ssu-Pen, Lo
Hung-hsien naturally drew upon many other Yuan and Ming
sources in his revision, including the schematic grid-map HsiPei Pi Ti-Li T’u [Map of the Countries of the Northwest], in the
Yuan Ching Shih Ta Tien [History of Institutions of the Yuan
Dynasty], 1329.
In spite of Chu Ssu-Pen’s caution about far-distant
regions, it is remarkable that, as Walter Fuchs has pointed out,
Chu and his contemporaries had already recognized the
triangular shape of Africa. Among the map sheets of Lo Hunghsien’s atlas, one is entitled The Countries in the Southwestern Sea
that covers a considerable portion of the Indian Ocean and a
large part of Africa. In European and Arabic maps of the 14th
century the tip of Africa is always represented as pointing
eastwards (#246, #247 and #249), and this is not corrected until the middle of the 15th
century; the atlas revised by Lo Hung-hsien, however, has it pointing south, and other
evidence shows that Chu Ssu- Pen must have drawn Africa in this way as early as 1315.
Furthermore, in the interior of the continent, two rivers are shown flowing north, one
emptying into a large body of water and the other leading further north but terminated
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by the margin of the map. The name of the latter river was rendered as Ha-na-i-ssu-chin,
which is a possible corruption of the Arabic words Al-Nil-Azrak, meaning the Blue Nile.
The island off the east coast is called San-pa Nu, apparently designating the source of the
Zanzibar Slaves. On the upper left corner of the map, the African coastline turns sharply
westward, suggesting the orientation of what appears to be the Guinea coast. Between
the west coast and the inland water body, one sees an area named Sang-ku, a Chinese
transliteration of the Arabic term Zangue, or the Black People, hence the Congo. Below the
inland water area and to the southwest of the river discharging into the lake is a name
pronounced as Che-pu-lu-ma. The first three syllables combined are recognizable as a
corruption of the Arabic word djebel, meaning “mountains”. An obvious conjecture is
that it is an elevated area that the Arabs called the Ma Mountains, corresponding closely
to the titled plateau of the Drakensberg, and evidenced by a later map produced in 1402
byReinterpreting
the Ming cartographer
named
Ch’üanMaps'
Chin (#236).
Traditional Chinese
Geographical
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100 li (#218.1). As distances increased and knowledge became more scanty, the location
of far away places becomes increasingly relative to the then known major rivers and
mountains as well as water bodies and coastlines. These, then, are the principles
underlying Lo Hung-hsien’s atlas and, indeed, those of others such as Ch’uan Chin’s
early 15th century map of the world (Kandingo, #236) that conceivably could have been
seen by Lo Hung-hsien, especially with regards to its portrayal of Africa.
Genghis Khan's clan belonged to an obscure Mongol tribe from the outskirts of the
Gobi River in what is now Outer Mongolia. As with the Romans, the cultures conquered
by the Mongols transformed these invaders themselves. Nowhere is this more evident
than in cartography. In 13th century China, the Mongols founded the Yuan dynasty
(1279-1368), that was never accepted by the Chinese as a legitimate dynasty but always
regarded as invading bandits. Nevertheless, the outside world has inaccurately labeled
an astoundingly modern-looking form of Chinese cartography from the Yuan period,
when Marco Polo visited there, as "the Mongolian style." Oriented with north in the
bottom right-hand corner, a map from the History of Institutions of the Yuan Dynasty
(1329) in this style uses a schematic grid upon which mathematically expressed
geographical information appears in lieu of pictorial representation of the northwestern
part of China. Places are located on the featureless grid, as on a piece of graph paper,
allowing positions, distances, and itineraries to be studied as mathematical abstractions.
Had it been seen by Polo's Western contemporaries, it would have confounded most but
enthralled those familiar with compass-driven portolan charts, while calling into
question for many the received notions of a barbaric, medieval Orient in dire need of
Western Christian civilization.
The grid and its resulting quantitative cartography are credited to China's Chang
Heng, who lived in the second century. According to the official history of the Han
Dynasty, he laid the groundwork for coordinates about heaven and earth, and reckoned
on the basis of it. The map is a forerunner of later Arabic astrolabes. It visualizes the
cultural exchange that eventually did occur via the Silk Road as a result of the Chineseinspired Mongols.

Hsi-Pei Pi Ti-Li T’u [Map of the Contries of the Northwest]
(oriented with South at the top)
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However, for distances over the ocean,
the above methods are impractical in making
approximations. Chu Ssu-Pen admitted in his
brief annotation under the caption of his map
that ‘currents in the outer seas are difficult to
predict and so is the estimation of distance.’ Also,
it is curious to note the absence of the gridsystem on the portion of Africa that is
depicted. Possibly this follows from the
philosophy expressed by Chu that it is better
not to relay any information unless it can be
reliably confirmed.
His map is the first one to point Africa
towards the south. There are several extant
copies of the map, not all have the same
inscriptions. On the map 35 names are given for
Africa. In the interior of Africa he shows two
rivers flowing north, one emptying into a large
body of water and the other leading further
north, terminating at the margin of the map.
(One copy of the map however does not have
the big lake). The last river is called
Ha-na-i-ssu-chin [ford of Hanais]. Which might be the Arab Al-Nil-Azrak, The Blue Nile
(in Abyssinian called Abai). On the west side of the continent is San-pa nu (the source of
the Zanzibar slaves) and on other copies this is Sang-ku-pa this means Zanguebar
(wrongly put on the west coast). Beneath this is written Zhebuluma or Che-pu-lu-ma (in
the beginning of which we recognize from Arabic Djebel, mountain). In the middle of
the map is written twice Sang-ku or Sanggu [from Arab Zangue or black people]. Also on
the east coast is an island called Tipa-nu [Island slaves, Ti-pa from diva
and nu meaning slaves) and Shih-ala t’u-li-ch’ih meaning Siela-diba
being Ceylon. A small island to the
south east of Africa is rendered as
Ha-pi-la [Kerguelen island?]. Note:
the coast of South Africa is
rounded, slightly indented in the
middle.
A map based on the work of
two other Chinese cartographers
which appeared in Korea (Ch’uan
Chin and Li Hui, the Kandigno #236)
in 1402 even adds a stream
emerging
on
the
continent’s
southwest coast in the approximate
position of the Orange River. Both
maps place the southern part of
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Africa immediately opposite the Indonesian islands, with a string of smaller islands in
between, and the tip of India tucked far away to the north. This could suggest that
whoever supplied the data on Southern Africa did not get there from the Persian Gulf,
by the established Muslim sailing route. But crossed from Sumatra and followed the
chain of southerly islands, Maldives, Chagos and Mascarene, which stretch across the
western Indian ocean at conveniently short intervals all the way to Madagascar. There is
really a good chance that this information came from Malay sailors going to their
settlements in Madagascar and Africa.

The “Geographic Map of the Land of China to the East”, from Zhipan’s General Records of the
Founders of Buddhism, ca. 1270, Map 152.Zhipan, 32:5l-6r
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The "Map of Foreign Lands in Southeast Sea" (Dongnan haiyi tu) (right) and the "Map of
Foreign Lands in Southwest Sea" (Xinan haiyi tu) (left) from Luo Hongxian's Broad Terrestrial
Map (Guang yutu, 1541).
The lost Yuan maps of Li Zemin and Zhu Siben that Ming geographers once consulted
had circulated throughout Chinese society during Mongol rule, mostly among literati.
Both Li and Zhu privately produced their maps, although there is little doubt that they
benefitted from the increased circulation of knowledge about western Afro-Eurasia that
Muslim scholars brought to the Yuan court, evidence of which can be found in Yuan
government-sponsored geographic works. People of the Ming dynasty, those in both
government and ordinary society, inherited this knowledge. Examples like The
Comprehensive Map and the two charts in The Broad Terrestrial Map show that Chinese
cartographers would continue the Mongol practice of mapping the known world, and
not return immediately to the pre-Mongol tradition where cartographers drew only
China and assigned its neighbors to a list of names that ran alongside the map’s four
boundaries. In these ways, the early Ming maps mark a genuine advance in traditional
Chinese cartographic knowledge carried over from the Yuan period.
Both of these early Ming maps also depict many islands and ports. Clearly, the
cartographers wished to emphasize the importance of China's sea connection. This raises
questions about the reliability of these maps, however. Do the maps actually indicate a
flourishing maritime traffic that continued from the Yuan into the Ming eras? Or do they
simply reflect realities that vanished with Mongol rule? Although the maps in The Broad
Terrestrial Map depict the southern coastline of Africa, its presentation of South and
South Asia is problematic, depicting the Maabar coast of India as an island.
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The four Khanates of the Mongol Empire (top); a geographical map from The Encyclopedia of
Yuan Dynasty Institutions [Yuan Jingshi dadian], ca. 1330 in Wei Yuan’s Illustrated Treatise
on the Sea Kingdoms [Haiguo tuzhi, 1842
(re-oriented with North at the top with some place names)
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The Countries of the Southwestern Sea
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Dong Nan Hair' Yi Tu (Map of Barbarian Countries in the Southeast Sea)
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Xi Nan Hai Yi Tu [Map of Barbarian Countries in the Southwest Sea]
The maps listed above are taken from the first edition of the Guang Yu Tu, which is now
stored in the National Library of China in Beijing and was probably block-printed
between the 32nd and 36th year (1553-1557) of Jiajing reign. Guang Yu Tu was compiled
and prepared by Luo Hongxian (1504-1564) during the Ming Dynasty with its basis on
Yu Di Tu [Terrestrial Map] by the Yuan cartographer Zhu Siben (1273-1333). As Luo
thought – Zhu’s single map too unwieldy, he went on to revise, dissect and enlarge it
into a book of many sheets. The enlarged part is made up of other important maps of the
Yuan and Ming Dynasties. Luo’s Guang Yu Tu has in it Yu Di Zong Tu [Genereal
Terrestrial Map], 15 Maps of Regions under the Direct Jurisdiction of Beijing and
Nanjing and of the Thirteen Provinces, 16 Maps of the Nine Strategic Posts and the
Various Border Regions, 3 maps of the Huanghe River, 3 maps of the Grand Canal, 2
maps of sea routes, a map of Korea, a map of the desert in the North, a map of Annan, a
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map of the Western Regions, a map of Barbarian Countries in the Southeast Sea and a
map of Barbarian Countries in the Southwest Sea. These maps are each attached to with
a chart of administrative division and explanatory notes. Epitomizing maps of the YuanMing period, Guang Yu Tu, which not only inherits and develops China's traditional
cartographic method of the grid scale, but also works out 24 legend symbols, thus
greatly improving the accuracy and clearness of every map in it, is the earliest
comprehensive Chinese atlas that is substantial in content, edited and prepared with
perfection, and engraved and printed beautifully .
The maps in Guang Yu Du all have a strict grid scale. For Yu Di Zong Tu each
square is equivalent to 500 li (one li = 1/2 kilometer); for provincial maps, each square
represents 100 li; and for Jiu Bian Tu and maps on special subjects, different scales of one
square for 40 li, 100 li, 200 li, 400 li and 500 li are used according to the scope of regions
which they deal with. Take for instance Yu Di Zong Tu. The runs of its Changjiang River
and Huanghe River are on the whole correct, and the outlines of its provincial maps are
also similar to those in modern maps. In Yu Di Zong Tu, the Great Wall is not shown
with the sources of the Huanghe River depicted as three lakes that are linked, and this is
a reflection of the original look of Zhu Siben’s Yu 'pi Tu drawn during the Yuan
Dynasty. Since Zhu’s map had been lost a long time ago, it is through the Guang Yu Tu
that one is able to peep at its general picture.
Due to it being rather scientific and practical, the Guang Yu Tu had been reengraved time and again in the past. Its impact in China and other countries had been
profound and lasting to the extreme, and maps on China published in China towards
the end of the Ming Dynasty and in other countries in the earlier period mostly made
use of it as basis.
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